Press release January 2013

COBUS Industries, LP is pleased to announce that the fleet of COBUS AIRPORT PEOPLE MOVING
BUSES in North America has recently increased with the following new orders/contracts:
At FLL – Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport – two new COBUS Model 3000 buses were delivered in
November of 2012. FLL now has a fleet of four COBUS 3000s. These state-of-the-art buses will be used to transport
airline passengers around the airside of the airport, between the terminal and aircraft that are parked off-gate on
hardstands. This new order is in conjunction with the redevelopment of Terminal 4 and a newly expanded runway.
At DFW – Dallas Fort Worth International Airport – two new COBUS Model 3000 buses were also delivered in December of
2012. These buses are planned to contribute to the ground handling capabilities for the anticipated additional international
flights that are scheduled to arrive at DFW starting in early 2013. These COBUS buses join an existing COBUS which has been
at the airport for over two years and which is used primarily to support Irregular Operations i.e., retrieving passengers from
aircraft stranded on runways or taxiways due to mechanical problems, air traffic delays or severe weather situations.
In addition, at MIA – the Miami International Airport – management has placed an order for two new COBUS Model 3000 Airport Buses which will be used to transport airline passengers around the airside of the airport; as a backup to MIA’s Automated
People Mover Systems; and as part of the MIA’s solution to the Passenger Bill of Rights and Irregular Operations-Tarmac Delay
directives. Delivery of these buses will be in February of 2013.
A total of more than 140 COBUS buses have been sold and delivered to clients at 25 airports in North America. The legendary
reliability and economical operating characteristics of these unique vehicles have made them the # 1 choice when a requirement for movement of large groups of passengers over relatively short distances exists.
For more information about the COBUS fleet of AIRPORT PEOPLE MOVING BUSES, please visit us on the web at www.cobus.us
or contact Erwin Zimmermann at tel. 207.483.2595 and erwin@cobus.us.
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